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ABSTRACT
Double skin facade systems and its categories illustrates narrow fully sealed assemblies of systems which includes operable external louvers or shading devices. They all possess an inner and outer layer or glazed skin. For a period of time now the use of DSF have increased due to their relevant usage and profit with respect to their possession of increased energy efficiency and day lighting improvement. The paper will focus on the evaluation of double skin façade system for sustainable development in different climatic zones. An overview of the DSF literature illustrating the different types of double skin façade was carried, case studies of different DSF types was carried in different buildings in different locations namely; Eurotheum Frankfurt Germany, Seattle America and the Aurora Place, Sydney Australia. Then analysis from the finding and discussions yield out the possible recommendations derived from the basic benefits and advantages of the DSF which includes; reduce heating demand, Providing Views, Control solar gain, thermal, insulation, enhanced security, allowing natural ventilation, Serves as pollution barrier, reduced artificial lightening m-Increased building life span, Improve occupants comfort, future proofing, providing emergency egress, acoustic protection etc. Then its disadvantages mainly is the initial cost of construction and space consumption. Therefore possible recommendation entailing the proper studying of different climatic zones in which the preferred DSF will be used was suggested so as to enhance further research
and the technological advancement of the use of the DSF which was the concluding viewpoint.
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**INTRODUCTION**
As architects we design for the present, with awareness of the past, and the forecast for the future which is tactically predicted but unknown. Therefore for tackling and preventing the problems such as too much energy consumption in buildings need the application of sustainable design technologies such as the double skin façade (DSF) is important in regulating the energy cooling and heating loads within the interior spaces of buildings, thereby providing comfort for the occupants and also saving the long-time cost of maintenance as per energy is concerned in the building. This paper is going to concentrate on the use of the double skin façade and its evaluation for sustainable development in buildings construction generally. The innovation of the double skin façade systems originated from Europe in the quest for attaining maximum conducive interior space of buildings with low and reduced energy usage. The literature review will illustrate the different types of double skin façades systems and the technological input as well as the objectives and aims of its usage based on types and also considering and showing the method of design and construction in building façade so as to achieve a maximum functional performance output which entails providing conducive thermal comfort in different types of zones and their weather conditions. However, according to Halil Alibaba (2011), from the measurements on the DSF test house in Famagusta TRCN showed agreement with the TAS simulation program.
test as many parameters as possible within a reasonable time, it was decided to continue with the simulation program. For year-around performance of the double-skin facade, it is necessary to open and close the windows according to the environmental conditions. This could be done manually. However, the best results are obtained when the windows are set to open automatically. In addition, the direction and velocity of the wind sometimes affect the results. Thus, a mechanism to open and close the windows that is connected to an environmental measurement center will provide a better solution. However, the extra cost of this should be considered against the benefits. Decreasing or increasing insulation against wind, sound and temperature with shading devices often located between the two skins. Many types of DSFs have been developed since the first double layer was used in the building envelope (Wigginton). It is helpful to agree on a consolidated classification of DSFs (Parkin 2004). Furthermore, Saelens (2002) defined the multiple-skin facade as “an envelope construction, which consists of two transparent surfaces separated by a cavity, which is used as an air channel.” The extra skin offers improved thermal insulation, which can reduce both cooling demand in summer and heating demand in winter. Solar shading systems can be integrated with the cavity, protecting the building from excessive sun. Solar radiation absorbed by the shading systems will also be connected into the air volume in the cavity. Depending on whether there is a demand for heating or cooling, this preheated air can either be drawn into the interior spaces or ventilated out of the

LITERATURE REVIEW

DSF is termed as a pair of glass skin separated with air corridor that has main layer of glass usually insulating. There is an air space between the layer of glass which acts as
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building. The main types of DSF are four. These includes the following; Buffer DSF system, Extract air DSF systems, Twin faced DSF system, Hybrid DSF systems.

BUFFER DSF SYSTEM
These predate insulating glass invented to maintain daylight into buildings while increasing sound and insulating properties of the wall system. They use two layers of single glazing spaced 250mm-900mm apart, sealed and allowing fresh air into the building through a controlled means of either a HVAC system or box type window which cut through the overall double skin with shading devices included in the cavity. The picture below shows an example of a buffer DSF system.

![Buffer DSF System](image)

Fig.1: Buffer DSF Source: Boake UW

![Business promotion centre Germany](image)

Figs. 3 & 4: Business promotion centre Germany Source: www.fosterandpartner.com

EXTRACT AIR DSF SYSTEM
This comprised of a second layer of glazing placed on the interior of a main façade of double glazing (thermopane units) which makes the air space between the two layers of glazing to become part of the HVAC system. The heated used air between the glazed layers extracted through the cavity with the use of fans, which tempers the inner layer of the glazing while the outer layer of insulating glass minimizes heat-transmission loss. Also fresh air is supplied by HVAC which precludes natural ventilation. Shading devices are also mounted on the cavity with air spacing between the layers of glasses.
with the range of spacing between 150mm-900mm. This system is usually used in locations where natural ventilation is not possible or places with high noise, wind, fumes etc. The picture below shows and example of an extract air DSF.

Fig. 5: Extract Air DSF Figs. 6 & 7: Bürogebäude Felbermayr, Salzburg, Austria.
Source: T Boake UW Source: [www.architecten.at](http://www.architecten.at)

**TWIN FACE DSF SYSTEM**
This consists of conventional curtain or thermal mass wall system inside a single glazed building skin. The outer glass may be safety or laminated glass or insulating glass. Shading devices may be included. This system must have an interior space of at least 500mm-600mm to permit cleansing. It has an opening for allowing natural ventilation in the twin faced DSF which distinguishes it from the buffer and extract air DSF system. The outer skin is used for protecting air cavity contents (shading device), whereas the internal skin provides insulation for minimizing heat loss.
HYBRID DSF SYSTEM

Hybrid DSF system is the combination of any two of the above mentioned DSF systems used in a situation where any among them does not accommodate to the building system involved. The buildings may use a layer of screens or non-glazed materials on either the inside or outside of the primary environmental barrier. The Jiao center in New Caledonia by Renzo Piano may be used to as an example of hybrid DSF system.
RESEARCH FRAMEWORK AND CASE STUDIES

Figure 12 showing a - View of Eurotheum (Wolfgang Leonard - http://home.t-online.de/home/wleonhard/wlhdahch.htm).

Figure b - Interior of Eurotheum (http://www.nma.de/euroth-4.htm).

Figure c - Shading devices (http://gaia.lbl.gov/hpdbf/picture/casestudy/euro/window.jpg).

Location of the building: Frankfurt Germany

Façade Type: The façade grid is 1350 mm wide and 3350mm tall. Each unit, which is pre-fabricated offsite, consists of a 6-grid span, one-storey tall.

Ventilation of the cavity: Fresh air is supplied through 75-mm diameter holes in the vertical metal fins on each side of the glazing unit. Warm air is extracted through an exterior opening at the ceiling level. The openings have louver prevent the penetration of rain and is covered with anti-bird mesh.

Façade construction: The internal skin consists of thermally-broken aluminum frames and double-pane, manually-operated, tilt-and-turn windows. The external skin consists of single-pane, fixed glazing.

Shading device type: Power-operated blinds are located in
the 34-cm-wide air cavity corridor

**HVAC:** No information given.

**Analysis:** Residential and office mixed-use building is 100m high with 28 by 28m plan. Only part of the building is designed with a double-skin façade, which provides natural ventilation form of the year. Office space occupies the lower part of the Eurotheum Tower while the top seven floors are used for residential purposes.

![Figure 1a](http://www.greenroofs.com/Seattle%20Justice%20Center%20Model%20by%20NBBJ.jpg)

![Figure 1b](http://gaia.lbl.gov/hpbf/Picture/seattle.jpg)

**Location of the building:** Seattle America

**Façade Type:** A nine-storey high heat extraction double-skin façade Buffer/Continuous

**Façade construction:** Monolithic glazing on the
outside and insulated glass on the inside of the thermal buffer

**Shading device type:** Cat walks at the floor levels and light shelves at 8 feet above finish floor.

**HVAC:** No information given.

![Fig 14 showing a- View of Aurora Place (http://www.dupont.com/safetyglass/lgn/stories/15064.html)](image1)

![Fig b- View of Aurora Place (Compagno, 2002, p. 148)](image2)

![Fig c- Outer glazing (Compagno, 2002, p. 149)](image3)

**Location of the building:** Sydney Australia

**Façade Type:** Double-skin façade with glass louvers. The curved north-south facades of the 44-storey high-rise are of storey-high structural glazing units. The offices are placed in the west-east façade and service places are in between.

**Ventilation of the cavity:** No information given.

**Façade construction:** The glass in the view-out area of the building is of $1.35 \times 2.4$ m insulating extra-white Pane
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type glass with an edge frit. The outer skin is laminated glass consisting of a 6 mm thick with a glass consisting of a 6 mm thick sheet with a glass consisting of a 6 mm thick Sheet with a continuous white-fritted dot pattern on the edge and a sheet of 6 mm Low-E coated float glass. Inside is a 6 mm sheet of low-E coated float-glass. The Outer glazing consists of laminated 12 mm toughened extra-white glass.

Shading device type: Interior, textile blinds are provided for solar control and glare protection. The opaque areas in front of the parapet and the columns are clad with 2 6 mm laminated extra White glass fritted with a white dot pattern giving 60% cover; there are white powder Coated metal sheets behind this glass. On the north façade which is exposed to the sun horizontal metal sunscreens in addition to exterior textile blinds.

HVAC In accordance with floor plan requirements, the inner façade is fitted with doors, fixed glazed units and bottom-hung windows for ventilation.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

Relevant information concerning the double skin façade system design parameters and constrains were duly put into scrutiny during the whole construction process. This parameters directly affects both the design and construction process generally. These basic and fundamental parameters include the following:
- Façade type and design involved
- Façade structural design type
- Cavity geometry in place
- Air usage within the cavity based on the cavity type and HVAC of the building
- Different shading, glazing and lighting devices involved
- Panes and shading devices choice of materials
- Shading device positioning

From the above consideration and detailed analysis of the performance of the double skin façade system creates good
technical know-how and handling of the system in both design, construction and post-construction stage. Furthermore, after the façade engineer analyse all of the above mentioned information as stated in the above parameters. Therefore, this will yield the main objectives and targeted goals set to be achieved which are essential for the double skin façade design and construction. Consideration which includes architectural design, aesthetical consideration, ergonomic, energy use during construction stage (usually 10 to 20% of the total energy use) and During the occupation stage (usually 80 to 90% of the total energy use), then indoor climatic consideration which are thermal and visual comfort, air quality and acoustical issues. Finally, environmental impact of the building façade during the construction, post-construction and occupation stage as well as cost of investment and operation and maintainance. Design constrains considered by the designer should involve measures of the early stage of the decision making process, so as to achieve an overall approach and for the professionals to be more precise in terms of the design process predictions that will avoid unpleasant shortcomings and problems that will generate additions to the construction or operational costs of the double skin façade. These are:  
- Climate (solar radiation, outdoor temperature, etc.)  
- Site and obstructions of the building (latitude, local daylight availability, Atmospheric conditions, exterior obstructions, ground reflectance, etc.)  
- Use of the building (operating hours, occupant's tasks, etc.)  
- Building and Design regulations

RECOMMENDATION AND CONCLUSION
From my findings, twin faced DSF is more reliable because it allows natural ventilation due to its inclusion of operable
windows which is more preferable whereas Buffer DSF have exclusion of natural ventilation. Buffer DSF though found a model before the other DSF's where modified, but is more technical in terms of construction. Extract air DSF is more complex in terms of mechanical aspect than buffer DSF. Moreover, the double skin façade system has its beneficial advantages and disadvantages. These advantages are; reduce heating demand, Providing Views, Control solar heat gain, thermal insulation, Enhanced security, allowing natural ventilation, Serves as pollution barrier, reduced artificial lightening m-Increased building life span, Improve occupants comfort, future proofing, providing emergency egress, acoustic protection etc. Then its disadvantages mainly is the initial cost of construction and space consumption. Hence more detailed research on DSF should be done on different climatic conditions and zones as seen in the case studies taken so as to innovate and increase the technological understanding, knowledge and technical know-how of the use of the DSF in different building types and in different zones globally. In conclusion, after setting the basic and fundamental goal for the design and construction of the double skin façade system, it is vital that all the participating professionals (architects, HVAC designers, users, etc.) in the project must come together and set out the main priorities of the project based on intensive study of the design parameters. Doing this will yield efficient and optimum result at the end of the project.
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